The adverse consequences of sleep disturbance in pediatric bipolar disorder: implications for intervention.
Bipolar disorder (BPD) is a severe and chronic disorder, ranked among the top 10 leading causes of disability worldwide. Bipolar spectrum disorders with onset in childhood and adolescence have a particularly severe course, including more suicide attempts and greater comorbidity. The evidence accrued to date indicates that sleep disturbances are common among youth with BPD. Moreover, sleep problems may be an early marker for BPD, a distinguishing feature of BPD, and a contributor to relapse. The evidence reviewed highlights that sleep problems are associated with a range of serious adverse consequences, including difficulty in regulating affect in the daytime and difficulties with cognitive functions, such as memory, learning, attention, and concentration. Evidence reviewed also points to sleep disturbance as one possible contributor to weight gain, comorbid substance use, and impulsivity. The implications for intervention are explored, and a multicomponent sleep intervention for youth with BPD is outlined.